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FO R E WO R D
when i was asked to write the foreword for this

and this requires collaboration, not just across the

book, i felt deeply honoured and touched. poverty

different development organisations and ngo’s, but it

alleviation and the role responsible business can

has to include responsible private sector as well.

play in it, is a subject that i have dedicated the last

as can be seen in this book, responsible private

10 years of my life to.

sector brings opportunities for people that did not

now i can only speak from the experience i have had

have them, by way of jobs and a steady income, a

largely in malawi, and i acknowledge things may

pension, health scheme, a nutritious meal every

be different in other parts of the world but over

day. this in turn brings additional benefits such

that time i have learnt a lot and in particular how

as reliable mobile communications when a mobile

polarized and separated the world of development

company sees an opportunity with hundreds of

is. each entity, be it about water, health, education,

people earning a salary, banking – with employees

energy, infrastructure, women empowerment, access

being paid their salary into a bank account and a

to finance, whatever it may be, is focused on pushing

mobile bank visiting the village once a month. local

their agenda and their particular area being the

shops, created by entrepreneurs, and tax revenues

solution to poverty.

for the national government in the form of paye (pay

this attitude, then leads to competition for

as you earn), and improved infrastructure such as a

funding, driving an even more separated approach

road being passable all year round.

to development, which in turn leads to greater

but none of this is truly ‘transformational’.

inefficiencies in overall impact.

all around the world, development has happened by

on the outside of all this sits the ‘private sector’.

facilitating and enabling the private sector. i believe,

there is much talk about ‘working with the private

by taking a collaborative approach and putting a

sector’, ppp’s (public private partnerships) and

responsible, inclusive ‘trade not aid’ approach at

‘the role private sector can play in development’,

the heart of what development partners do – as well

but again, in practice the reality is the development

as continuing to help in health and education – the

world doesn’t know how to do this, or worse, doesn’t

world would see a much greater impact and tax

really want to, and actually wants to maintain the

payers at home would begin to see the importance

status quo – receiving their grants, instigating 3-4

and value of their country’s support to countries

year projects, ticking a few boxes, and then moving

such as malawi. we would slowly begin to see

onto the next thing. more and more frequently i

‘transformational’ change.

have heard when talking to development partners /

i hope you enjoy reading about the many stories of

donors / foundations, phrases such as, ‘our money

real people in malawi and around the world, whose

can’t be seen to positively impact a private sector

lives are being positively impacted by a movement

organization, it is for the public good’.

we at malawi mangoes are proud to be part of.

it is time the development world grew up. yes lives
around the world have been improved, but they
haven’t been transformed. this should be the vision
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craig – co-founder / md – malawi mangoes

TH E P OW E R O F FRU IT
over 50% of the fruit in our smoothies come from

where we excel. hard work, burning sun and high

platform for our urge to spread the word about how

have seen and experienced the development of local

developing countries. mango from india and malawi,

temperatures is not really where we office clerks are

important it is to trade with the developing world. or

communities as a result of fruit farms many times

passion fruit from ethiopia and peru, bananas from

at our best. but it is exactly here, that the farmers

more so, to buy the stuff that the developing world

now, we decided it was time to start telling the

guatemala and equador, pineapple from costa rica

we have met do their very best. we have visited

is so perfectly producing. such as fruits. children

stories in europe. we did this through journalists

and coconuts from thailand. just to mention a few.

fruit farms all over the world and every time we are

suddenly get a chance to go to well-equipped schools

who came with us on our trips (and were equally

it was with dual motivation that we first started

amazed at their hard work, efficiency and the pride

with skilled teachers and great teaching materials.

as amazed as we were by the extraordinary work

sending froosh staff to these fruit farms: first and

they show in their work. a pride that any company

some fruit farms even offer special classrooms for

that these people are doing out there), thus telling

foremost, we wanted to learn everything we could

in the western world would love for their employees

children with special needs, as well as supporting

the stories in their own words in newspapers,

about the fruit itself – how it is grown, what the

to have. besides the pride, there is the income and

the children that aspire to go to university. without

lifestyle magazines and so on. but we also started to

various processes for growing the fruit are, how

security for the future that the fruit farms provide

going into too many details, the fact is that the public

spread the word vocally, ourselves, at universities

it is harvested and finally how it is processed at

to the local community. to get a fixed income, to get

system and the social welfare security network is

and conferences. we found that our stories and

the processing facility – the last step before being

training and education in a certain field, maybe

far from optimal in most developing countries, and

mission were of interest to more than just us and

shipped to us in northern Europe. the second reason

even specializing in a specific process, to be able to

these fruit farms are improving this challenge, by

our integrated love of fruit. step by step we started

for our visits to the fruit farms, was that we wanted

predict your income and not just be dependent on

providing for instance schools with private funding

to shout louder and louder (we will return to what

to learn what impact these farms have on the local

the local markets highs and lows, to aspire to a more

– most schools are also open to the local children

we chose to shout about later in the trade not aid

communities; where they generate income and what

prominent position. that’s what the fruit farms are

whose parents aren’t employed by the larger fruit

section. hint hint its something along the lines of

kind of income it is. what were the living conditions

providing for the local farmers and communities.

farms.

trade not aid).

for the farmers and how did the fruit farms presence

not handouts, but reaching out a hand in terms of

besides the economic and social benefits of the

but we wanted to do even more. looking through

improve these conditions? bottom line; is it a good

creating opportunities for the local people.

fruit farms, we can see that the presence of these

the photo gallery from our trips, we decided to

thing that we buy tropical fruit from developing

after working in the fields we visit the local schools

farms have had a great effect on the knowledge of

make a coffee table book illustrating the fruit

countries and who is benefitting from these

and health clinics that are a direct or indirect result

nutrition as a whole. insights into nutrition and

farmers stories primarily in pictures. pictures full

transactions?

of the presence of the fruit farm. many farms have

in our case, the vitamins and nutrition found in

of respect and coolness – and full of admiration for

that’s why we started to invite staff, consumers,

built schools for the farmers children, so they can

tropical fruit, is generally very low amongst rural

the remarkable fruit farmers we have met. we then

customers (that’s the stores that sell froosh),

get an education whilst the parents are working

areas in developing countries, but the fruit farms are

revisited the farms in malawi, guatemala, thailand

journalists, photographers, bloggers and even cool

either in the fields at the fruit farm or at home on

changing this perspective bit by bit. we have seen

and ethiopia in order to properly listen to and

public figures to join us on our trips to the fruit

their family farm. most fruit farms are a mix of large

how parents are starting to prioritize fruit in their

understand the fruit farmers’ stories and capture

farms in developing countries. We now visit fruit

farms with fulltime employees, working directly in

families diet, which contributes to a healthier and

them one more time – but this time it wasn’t for

farms in malawi, ethiopia, guatemala, thailand,

the fields, and a large amount are small independent

stronger immune system. so it is not just the hired

social media or vocal presentations –rather it was to

peru, equador and india approximately 10 times

family farms that have been given a certain crop,

farmers that benefit from the presence of the fruit

immortalize their stories in an old fashioned way,

a year. at the farms we set our alarm clock early

well suited for the export market, by the larger fruit

farm. the positive impact of the fruit farms, has a

printed in a book, keeping the stories alive longer

every morning and then we learn, work, learn and

farm. they are also being provided with education

very strong and encouraging effect on the part of

than a “like” click.

then work some more for most of the day in the

and training on how to grow that specific crop. when

the community that is not directly involved with the

in short, say yes to fruit picking. we’ll show you why.

fruit fields, with the local farmers. it didn’t take

the fruit is harvested they will sell it to the larger

fruit farms too.

us long to realize that there are many things that

fruit farm for a set price.

the above benefits are just a few in a very long and

we are good at in our offices, with our computers

these pieces of infrastructure – derived from

ever-growing list of positive impacts that the fruit

and in the stores. but working at a fruit farm is not

the fruit farms’ presence – have created a strong

farms have on developing countries. because we
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“ever wondered why exotic fruits are
so delicious? well, let me tell you.
whilst visiting mr. siri’s coconut
farm in samut songkhram province,
thailand i noticed that the fruits
were planted with passion, grown in
a caring environment and harvested
with a smile as wide as the ocean.
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sales & marketing, norway

one thing i came to understand

Paul
ad
Mour

whilst being out there – the farmer’s
dedication to their work was not

sales, sweden

based solely on income but on the
impact their work has on

“to have been giving the opportunity

the world.”

to work and live at a fruit farm is an
important experience in my life.
i wish that everyone some day could

“working on a fruit farm in malawi
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witness the reality of life is on a

and thailand there was one thing

fruit farm in a developing country.

that sat the deepest print in me, how

it’s important that we consume fruit

job and workplace like a fruitfarm

and vegetables, it gives the people a

increases the quality of life for the

great welfare as in work, education

whole community. work gives hope,

and medical needs. i am extremely

strength and a life to stand up to. no

thankful that my company has given

matter how little you have then you

me the opportunity to influence.

have a job that sustains you”

reality of how life”
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D R E A MS O F M A N G O E S
in 2009, when craig hardie - one of the managing

but malawi mangoes do much more than fruit. we

directors and founders of malawi mangoes - came

asked locals in the surrounding area what they

upon the devastating fact that 85% of the mangoes

thought of the fruit farms, and they all sang praises

in malawi were going to waste, he and his friend

(not literally, obviously) for the difference that the

jonathan jacobs – the other managing director and

farms have made for them. amongst other things

founding partner of malawi mangoes - decided that

they built a road - a road that is passable all year

it was time to put their skills to better use. having

round and accessible to anyone, both those employed

spent many years in the finance and marketing

by malawi mangoes and those who aren’t. the fruit

world – jonathan as a legal advisor to private equity

farm has also ensured that every single employee

and venture capital financial clients and craig

has a bank account and once a month, a mobile

as a strategic marketing director in new product

bank comes to the farms. and because of this huge

development and product management - the two

increase in economic activity in the area (all down to

directors set out to develop a business with a real

malawi mangoes), Airtel - a mobile phone operator,

difference. If you flick through malawi mangoes’

has installed a satellite tower at the farm, allowing

mission statement you’ll come across these lines:

anyone within a radius of 5km to have a reliable

“to deliver positive development, both economically

phone connection.

and in terms of general well-being, to the people

Cr a
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of malawi, through a financially viable and

now, this is all pretty impressive, right? well, it

commercially driven business”. with this clear and

doesn’t stop there. malawi mangoes has also set up

simple mission in mind, the two of them set out

‘the incubator farm’ – a practical training school

to build a business with a set of ethical beliefs at

where smallholders are taught about drip irrigation,

the heart of it and a genuine desire to improve the

horticulture, financing and nutrition. their other

wellbeing of the people of Malawi - economically,

project ‘village orchards’ is a way to encourage local

socially and environmentally.

villagers to plant their own crops and thereby earn
an extra income, when they sell the crops to the

as a wise man once said (or maybe it was just a

farm. and as mentioned earlier, they also provide

man), time flies by. and that’s exactly how craig and

schooling for local children. all these things are

jonathan feel. in only four years, their fruit business

part of the huge difference that malawi mangoes is

has grown into something quite impressive - they

making, not only for the village of salima, but also

now have two fruit farms and over one thousand

for the entire countries economy.

full-time employees. and they are one of malawi’s
biggest international exporters of ethically grown

just like us here at froosh, craig and jonathan are

mangoes and bananas (we think that’s a pretty big

firm believers in the ‘traid not aid’ principle. and

deal). craig and jonathan have managed to tap into a

because we really admire and value all those people

movement that was already present in the developing

who try to make a difference (both big and small),

world, but that was struggling to implement itself.

we will keep shouting about malawi mangoes until

they’ve achieved to create something tangible, where

everyone has heard us. so you had better start

an investment into a private business has created

listening.

genuine opportunities for young malawians. and it’s
because of this, that malawi mangoes has become a
solid flagship in the malawian economy.
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“ F R U IT H A S A LWAYS B E E N
AT TH E H E A R T O F D I C K S O N S
L I F E . S O M U C H S O, TH AT H E
D EC I D E D TO D E D I C ATE H I S
E NTI R E L I F E TO IT.”
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head of technical services
at malawi mangoes since 2011.
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fruit has always been at the heart of dicksons life.

work with malawi mangoes is the personal one. the

so much so, that he decided to dedicate his entire

experience and his ever-growing knowledge and

life to it. a young man, he went to the university of

skills in company resource and asset management,

malawi to study, where he graduated with a science

have taught him how to make the most of his own

degree in horticululture. but dicskon was hungry

personal resources. some years ago, he bought 10

for more knowledge and later received a diploma in

hectares of land on which he grows his own mangoes

agriculture and a national certificate in commercial

amongst other fruit and vegetables. this has secured

horticulture amongst others.

a stabile livelihood for his entire family, providing

so when malawi mangoes opened their first farm

them with food and an extra source of income.

in in 2011, dickson knew he had to be part of it. ten

through his work at the farms, dickson has also been

years later and dickson has indeed become a vital

able to send all three of his children to university,

part of malawi mangoes. he now plays a key role in

one of which now works at malawi mangoes as a

the day-to-day running of the matumba and dzuwa

technician in sustainable agriculture.

farms, both of which he opened. these farms have not

when asked about his hopes for the future, dickson

only helped facilitate the growth and development

said that he prays that malawi mangoes will grow to

of a viable fruit production, they have also gained

its greatest height. and he hopes that it will continue

malawi mangoes a place in the processing and

contributing greatly to the social economic status of

marketing industry at an international level.

his country and thereby steadily improve the living

but to dickson, the biggest achievement from his

standards of the people of malawi.
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irrigation artisan

banana harvester at malawi mangoes

banana orchard worker

assistant farm manager

working with malawi mangoes has been a

many things have changed in lazaros life

kevas has many dreams for his future. the

through his work with malawi mangoes,

constant development process for sarah.

since he started working for malawi mangoes,

future that was almost non-existent before

solister has gained extensive skills in farm

starting from nothing, she is now a skilled

the main one being his growing skills and

malawi mangoes opened their first farm xx

management, leadership and marketing.

irrigation operator and has a wide knowledge

knowledge of banana production. in fact, this

years ago. thanks to his work as a banana

but most of all, he’s learnt a whole lot

for the installation of irrigation systems.

hasn’t only been the case for him, but also

orchard worker at malawi mangoes, he is

about fruit and the production of fruit.

like many others at malawi mangoes, she

for six other family members, who all work

now able to support himself and his family.

and it’s this knowledge that now allows

works side by side with several of her family

at malawi mangoes alongside lazaro. when

and thanks to his work, his dream of rearing

him to fully support his family. solister

goats has become a reality.

members who are also employed by the

asked what the biggest impact has been since

organization (not sure what the right word is

the opening of malawi mangoes, he says that

malawi mangoes and everything that they

is first and foremost, proud to be a part of

to describe them?) she says that were it not

without them, there would be a much higher

do for his community, such as improving

for malawi mangoes, her village would still

unemployment rate. there’d be no borehole

communication in the villages surrounding

be in extreme poverty. malawi mangoes gives

in his village. and without them, his dream

the farms, as well as offering road

her hope for a brighter future.

of once having his own house and a pushbike

accessibility to everyone in the area.

would be a lifetime away.
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head of outreach programmes
at malawi mangoes since 2012

just like everyone else at malawi mangoes, victor has always been passionate
about fruits. after graduating from the university of malawi, where he
trained as a horticulturist, he joined the department of agricultural research.
here victor spent his time working with fruits, such as bananas, mangoes,
apples, peaches and strawberries, examining them from all angles and
learning everything there is to know about these fruits. so in 2012 when the
opportunity to work with malawi mangoes came along, there was no doubt in
his mind that this was his perfect match.
initially starting in a position as a fruit produduction manager in charge of
both the company farms and the smallholders, victor has now moved up the
ladder. he is now responsible for managing an outreach programme, which he
is successfully growing and expanding.
the biggest succes for victor however, is the fact that he can support his wife
and 3-year old daughter, as well as his extended family, for whom he pays
tuition fees and everyday needs.
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TR A D E N OT A I D
trade not aid. a rather controversial statement you

of money, don’t you agree? however, despite this

might say– particularly when it doesn’t come from

figure, poverty has decreased by no more than 2%,

a political organization or party, but instead from

49% of the sub saharran african population is still

us - a small, entrepreneurial smoothie company. yet

living below the poverty line (defined by the UN to

that is what we say and that is what we want to shout

be 1.25 USD per day)

to politicians, the public and decisions makers in

when travelling in sub saharan africa, it’s very

international development.

hard to spot the development. where are all

let’s start with aid. development aid that is. we

the railways, roads, electricity masts, schools,

promise you’ll (most likely) never hear us mention a

health clinics that are supposedly financed by the

single negative word about humanitarian aid (that’s

governments – supported, in theory, by the donor

aid, as in resources to help in emergency situations

countries? it should be an obvious prioritization

after a natural disaster, in a war-zone and so on). but

to build, maintain and improve the infrastructure

when it comes to development related aid we are a bit

through public spending. fortunately the picture is

more skeptical- to put it mildly.

not entirely dark here and some progress has been

first let’s try to define what’s included in

made in certain places at certain times in africa,

development related aid when we mention it here in

we can’t and won´t neglect that. yet we do question

this book:

whether those roads for instance are a direct result

•

aid that’s transferred from donor countries

of development aid – or whether most of them are in

to recipient countries (so, government to

fact a result of private investments and other public

government) through annual money transfers

and private enterprises. even if development aid

aid that’s channeled through financial support

has had a minor positive outcome on infrastructure

or full financing of specific non-governmental

in africa, there is still an unacceptably vast gap

organizations

between the money transferred to africa and the

•
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debt relief is another issue that we will only briefly

level of real development and infrastructure.

touch upon, as it is a rather complex topic with many

the last part of our definition is aid, which is

considerations to take into account; because why

transferred through certain ngos – targeted to ease

would anyone have anything against rich countries

a specific problem. as you already know, we have a

relieving poor countries of their debt, right? well,

close knit relationship with malawi mangoes. this is

unfortunately more often than not, the relief

obviously due to the fact that we have visited them

doesn’t benefit the ones that actually need it – the

so many times, but even more so because of the fact

poor population. instead it goes to the government.

that together we share a political conviction - trade

maybe even to the prime minister who has secured

not aid.

them somewhere in a swiss bank. needless to say

some of the stories we have encountered on our visits

we are not big fans of this. yet heavily indebted,

in the salima region in malawi have increased our

poor countries (hipcs) can face a situation that is

skepticism to some of the ngos’ real dedication to

impossible to manage and which, in the end, ends up

development. let’s give you an example; an ngo comes

hurting the entire global economy. so we’ll let debt

to salima to give out 2000 tomato plants to poor

relief be a matter of consideration.

farmers. the tomatoes take about 50 days to grow.

instead, let’s take a look at the case of regular

so 50 days later, 2000 farmers all go to the local

development aid that governments transfer to other

saturday market to sell their tomatoes. it should be

governments. over the past 50 years, more than

needless to say that there is no more a demand for

1 trillion USD has been transferred to africa, the

tomatoes at the market and the farmers have to home

poorest continent in the world. that’s a fair amount

empty handed.
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another issue is the level of salaries and benefits

spending and its profit making, as well as its loss,

extremely challenging – especially in the first

news about the impact that our transportation of

offered by ngos to employ the best local staff they

to its investors. if the business doesn’t make profit

phases, where trust is yet to be built between the

goods has on the environment. we do care about

can get. inherently, in their budgets, often there’s

within the business plans objectives, the investors

business and the local community and government.

the environment, but we also know that the

a certain percentage allocated to wages, which are

will obviously withdraw their investment and

starting a business means starting from scratch and

transportation ships don’t sail empty from the

generally substantially higher than what small

look to other businesses instead. this doesn’t make

often in an almost hostile environment. the local

ports. rather they wait until they are filled with for

private businesses can offer the workforce. working

the business (or investors for that matter) evil,

government may not see the business as an asset yet,

instance proceed fruit. also we have decided that we

in an ngo pays you a higher salary, and offers more

heartless or short sighted. it actually makes them

the ngos are busy doing their own thing, and hiring

are cheering for the fact that developing countries

benefits and better working conditions. as a result

work as efficiently as possible, with as much thought

the right people can be a real challenge. this only

are finally managing to export goods – products that

of this, the most skilled and resourceful people are

and planning behind their actions as possible. rather

amplifies the importance of foreign investment. a

they themselves have grown and produced. maybe

obviously attracted to these positions, withdrawing

it makes the fruit farms accountable of their actions

start-up capital is obviously very important, but it

before being critical of this kind of trade, we should

them from the privately run businesses. so, what’s

and requires transparent operation.

is equally as important to fund the business when

take a look at the total amount of emissions and in

wrong with that, you might ask. well, first and

furthermore it’s vital, for the private businesses to

it has started its operations, to keep improving the

particular look at our own CO2 footprint, rather

foremost, ngos are almost always operating on a

integrate the local community, its policy makers and

operation.

than forcing developing countries to adopt similar

limited time frame. after a certain amount of time

the public institutions that operate in the local area.

now, lets go back to malawi mangoes. within

policies to the western world as how the current

(usually between 1 and 3 years per project) the

without the approval and support of the local chiefs

three years of opening their business, they have

carbon quotas are requiring them to do. we could ask

skilled worker will be relieved from his position as

in for instance salima, malawi mangoes would never

managed to increase their social projects to include

ourselves, if we really want to help the developing

the ngo withdraws from its operation in the area. (if

have gained the respect and local support that was

no less than four different projects (see page XX).

countries or just make up new restrictions so the

the local person wishes to stay in the area that is).

needed to become a successful operation. there are

with continuous funding from various financial

poorest nations stay the poorest?

secondly, it pulls all the skilled labor away from the

specific cultural rules, hierarchies and structures

institutions, malawi mangoes have been able to

now, let’s go back to the issue of aid. it’s our belief

private businesses that are actually building and

that are crucial to respect and follow when doing

continue making more and better projects that

that no one wants to live their life on aid. everyone

investing in the area and that are creating a more

business in these countries. as such, this is a form of

are benefitting most of the local population in

is motivated by opportunities to create a good life

sustainable path of income-making for its employees.

guarantee – a way for the local community to know

salima directly. in general, the local governments

for themselves, and that’s whether you’re swedish

operating in developing countries can be challenging

that the private business will be a positive player

willingness to cooperate often changes, when it

or malawian. to be able to support your family

due to various reasons, but one of them is the lack

in the development of the local community. thus

becomes clear to everyone that the private business

and maybe even get a promotion within your line

of educated and skilled labor. so when the ngos are

malawi mangoes has built roads passing through

is a force of good – a true piece of sustainable

of work, that’s motivation and drive enough for

making this even more difficult, it’s not surprising

various villages as well as put up electricity in small

development to the area. that is when the so-

almost anyone to want to work hard. you don’t have

that private businesses start to see them as obstacles

villages, where the public system hasn’t managed

called public private partnerships can happen,

to be a philosopher to have this perspective, just

- obstacles that are working against the purpose

to do so. from the very dna of the private business,

and real large scale developments can take place.

like you don’t have to be a political science post-

of building stronger, independent and sustainable

and with our experience at the fruit farms it is

the cooperation between private businesses that

graduate working in a think tank on international

communities.

obvious that there needs to be a long term and truly

want to create development and opportunities for

development in order to have an valid opinion about

enough about aid. now, let’s talk about trade, which

sustainable (in the actual sense of the word, to be

the local communities, and the local government

these matters. what you have to have is empirical

is the other purpose of this book. we should do

able to sustain oneself) approach to development: the

that hopefully shares this vision, is the strongest

data and experiences behind your statements and

whatever we can to make it easier for developing

local community should benefit from the prosperity

platform for innovation and development.

passion for what you are talking about. what we

countries to trade with us. that we should be a good

of the business, and even if the business were to fail

trust us, we could go on and on about this (as it

care about is not political paradigms or what is hot

neighbor to the developing world.

and stop its operation, the local community would

mostly is, when something’s close to your heart), but

in the media. we care about what actually works.

one of the things that we would like to challenge is

still have its roads, the functioning school, the phone

let’s move on. we want to use a few lines to answer

we strongly believe that we have a responsibility

the general negative paradigm channeled through

connection that has been provided, as well as all the

a question, which we get asked very often (we love

to raise our voice and share the stories we’ve heard

the media and the international development

spill-over effects of the business.

questions, but let’s settle this one once and for all).

along the way.

community. the idea that private businesses are

as you can imagine, a result of the booming

people often ask us: what about all the CO2 emission

trade works. aid not so much. so go bananas (one

only working to increase their own profit, which

businesses, is urbanization – jobs attract more

used when transporting the fruit across the oceans

fruit pun is allowed when you’re in the fruit

inherently makes them evil, heartless and short

workers and families, which in turn attracts other

from the developing countries to for instance europe.

business, right?) and help us save the world - or just

sighted. let’s face it, of course private businesses

businesses to the area. and so it continues. this is

a fair question, so let’s see if we can give you a fair

join us in challenging the traditional method of doing

are in the game to make a profit. without a profit,

exactly what we have seen happen, particularly so in

answer. we europeans have been exporting goods

so.

they wouldn’t be able to operate. they are dependent

the town of salima in malawi. once a sleepy village,

across the oceans for centuries now, without the

trade not aid.

on foreign investment from private investment

it’s now a busy town with lots of traders and small

media focusing on the CO2 footprint. so how come

funds or public development investment groups.

businesses popping up.

the media has become so obsessed with this fact over

thus the business continuously needs to justify its

yes operating in developing countries can be

the past ten years? apparently it’s the (shocking?)
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PROSPERIT Y
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M R S IR I ’ S
CO CO N UT S

mr.siris’ coconut farm is located in the samut

is used for the export market as this is where the

songkrahm region in thailand – an area which

farm makes its biggest profit). unfortunately

is highly dependent on the international export

the farm has been having ongoing problems with

of goods. mr. siri owns the farm, as well as the

some little creatures (read: some annoying little

plant where the palm sugar is extracted from the

squirrels), who are making holes in the coconuts.

coconuts. he’s been working at the farm his whole

but rather than dwelling on the problem, they’ve

life, which he recently took over from his dad. he

chosen to focus on producing the best and highest

employs a few local workers, however the core of

quality palm sugar they possibly can. but don’t

the farmers are all part of his own family.

fret – the leftover shells are also put to good use
- once the palm sugar is extracted, the leftover

the coconut farm mainly produces palm sugar for

shells are used to make energy.

the export market (only the best of the palm sugar
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” W ITH I N TH E FA R M YO U W I L L F I N D
A BA K E RY, A F E W S M A L L S H O P S ,
A H E A LTH C L I N I C , A PH A R M AC Y
A N D A S C H O O L I N W H I C H A L L TH E
FA R M E R S C H I L D R E N AG E D 4 TO 14
C A N AT TE N D C L A S S E S A L M OS T
F R E E O F C H A RG E ”
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F U LL PA S S I O N FO R
PA S S I O N FRU IT S

africajuice is a young ethiopian company full of pas-

ent, with the ultimate goal of making the farmers

sion (and passion fruit!) and commitment for creat-

an inclusive part of their value chain. in a country

ing a better, more sustainable economy for the local

that is still considered one of the world’s poorest, it’s

ethiopian communities. they first opened their doors

exactly this kind of change in the way of doing busi-

in early 2009, with the ‘upper awash project’. the

ness, that can make a real difference. not only for the

project involved the privatization, rehabilitation and

people involved with africajuice, but for the whole

expansion of an already existing fruit farm. at the

country.

same time they also started the construction of a new
fruit processing facility, which allowed them to start

africajuice believes in sustainable development. that

the export of their really tasty passion fruit juice

is development that provides an economic return and

from 2010. this strategic growth plan is something

thereby directly benefits the local community. they

that they aim to implement in at least three other

are also strong believers in doing what’s best for the

african countries, thereby growing the volume and

environment and aim to have as low carbon value

range of their products - all this with the objective of

chains as possible and to be as high-energy efficient

becoming a premier supplier of fairtrade juice to the

as possible. they even strive to produce organic

european market.

fruits wherever possible.

as you can probably imagine, africajuice has had an

much like the other admirable fruit production

enormous impact on the local community around it’s

companies mentioned on these pages, africajuice

farms. the company currently employs 2000 local

wants to set an example and be the benchmark for

workers and have a close relationship with many

how foreign investment is delivered and put to use

independent farmers in the area – all of which supply

in developing countries. they want to demonstrate

passion fruit and mangoes to africajuices’ processing

that growth can be generated, not only with positive

plant. this has resulted in the independent farmers

effects on the environment and for poverty eradica-

annual income to rise from a couple of hundred USD

tion, but that it’s also a ‘good business’ and should be

to something closer to 10,000 USD. quite an impact.

the model of choice.

africajuices’ approach to their co-operation with

didn’t we say they were full of passion?

local farmers, is to be 100% fair and 100% transpar-
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Haile m

i ma
D
m
a ria

independent passion fruit farmer

hailemariam was one of the very first contract farmers to start working with
africajuice. at the time he was already a successful farmer, taking care of
0.3 hectares of land on his own – this meant pollinating, harvesting, sorting
and pruning the field. however the prospect of having a consistent income
through his trade with africajuice, was enough to make him focus solely on the
production of passion fruit. but not everyone believed in the economic benefit
of the project, and as result of this, hailemariams’ wife decided to leave him.
one thing is clear though, hailemamiam has most definitely proven her wrong.
his passion fruit production is flourishing and he is currently expanding and
improving his farm.
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Je h

oh a m
M
n
ila

ed

independent passion fruit farmer

jehilan has been running his own passion fruit farm for years and was
amongst the first contract farmers to sell his produce directly to africajuice.
this basically means that africajuice offer him – the independent farmer
– a fixed price for his passion fruit. this arrangement has changed jehilans’ life
in many ways. with the money earnt from his trade, he has been able to build a
new house with a connecting biogas station. the gas produced by this station,
is used to fuel a lamp and the stove in his house.
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Haile

Dima
m
a
i
ma r

independent passion fruit farmer
It’s not surprising that kebede has become one of africajuices’ most regular
contract farmers – he has developed a new way of growing his passion fruit
plant, which makes it easier for the bond to grow on the wires and thereby
let’s him harvest the fruits three months earlier than usual (the passion
fruit plant can normally only be harvested after nine months).
now that’s innovation for you.
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C A N BA N A N A S R E A LLY
BU I LD S CH O O L S ?
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tropilight was established in 2007 in the escuintla

in all a pretty good chain reaction, wouldn’t you say?

region, guatamala. in 2009 they started their

as well as doing its own thing, tropilight is also

production of tropical purees, concentrates, frozen

part of the light group (which consists of banalight,

and IQF products (that’s individually quick frozen

fruitilight and obviously tropilight), a family

fruit, for those of you who don’t, like us, spend every

run business, which also runs fruit productions

minute of every day thinking about fruit). not only

in costa rica and equador. together, these plants

is it now the largest supplier of aseptic banana puree

employ over 12 employees, many of which are

in the world, it also has the largest and most modern

women - generally single mothers. the light group

plant in the country for producing aseptic purees,

offers many benefits to its employees (on top of the

juices and concentrates (we think this is quite a feat

already existing legal ones in each country) – they

in such a short amount of time).

provide free daily meals at their cafeterias (that’s

at tropilight they go all out to use every last bit of

breakfast, lunch and dinner, for all staff, in all

every single banana that they use at their plant. this

three countries). they have in house medical staff to

means using the banana seeds and peels as feedstuffs

look after their employees – making sure they have

for cattle and organic composting. by doing this, they

all the right vaccinations and so on. and they offer

also eliminate a serious source of contamination –

free transportation to and from the plants. all these

previously the excess bananas would attract flies

things, just to make life a little better and easier for

and other plagues when it started to decompose. and

their employees (we think that’s nice).

it’s probably needless to say, that alike the other

and let’s not forget that through their supply (which

farms mentioned in this book, tropilight offers a

is more than half of the aseptic banana puree used in

vital additional income to local farmers, who sell

baby food, juices and smoothies all over the world)

their bananas to the plant all year round. and as we

the light group contributes a great deal to the healthy

all know, more demand for goods equals more farms,

lifestyle that we all so strive

which in turn means more jobs for local workers. all

to have.
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Tore s
s
o
l
r
Ca
production manager at tropilight
to carlos, the most valuable thing to take out from
his work at tropilight is the fact that it’s a constant
learning progress. being an educated engineer, he
already has a very knowledgeable background,
however he doesn’t think that anything, not books
nor teachers, can teach you something quite as well
as actually being out there, doing a real job. for him,
his job at tropilight has truly shaped who he is as a
person.

ma n
s
U
n
Krisia
t os
n
e
r
a
ta V
& Be r
quality control managers
at tropilight

krisian and berta have both been employed by tropilight for about four years. Both are single
mothers and sole supporters of their children. the two of them agree that the biggest change
for the escuintla region (since the opening of tropilight) has been the good and stable jobs
that are now on offer. without these jobs, they would not be able to financially support their
children - and it’s also worth mentioning, that both women love their jobs.
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n
A
Luis
production supervisor

it’s no secret (or surprise for that matter) that there’s
a high unemployment rate in the escuintla region although this has obviously been improved hugely
since the opening of tropiligt. so luis considers himself
very lucky to have a job at tropilight (we don’t quite
believe that it’s all down to luck). with his education
as an engineer and the experience gathered at the
plant, he hopes that he will eventually be promoted to
a tropilight manager.

e do
r
o
H
Ce c ilie
quality control manager at tropilight

cecilie first took on the job as quality control
manager at tropilight four years ago and ever since,
she’s taken great pride in being part of the growing
business – a business which continuously brings
new fruit products to people of all ages, both in
guatamala and the rest of the world. but first and
foremost, she loves seeing the constant development
of her local community in escuintla – naturally, as a
result of tropilights’ plant, more employment and in
turn, more opportunities have come with it.
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meet francis bruderer. entrepreneur, farmer and

possible. all in all, this is a close knit and extremely

owner of the finca blanca banana farm in guatamala

well-functioning community, where one good thing

(and also a bit of a super star in our eyes). five years

leads to the next.

ago, francis realised that throughout his production,
about 5% of his bananas were going to waste. and just

but it doesn’t stop there. francis is also the founder

like us, francis hates waste. especially because these

of the ‘association of independent banana workers’

bananas were going to waste, were still perfectly

– an organisation located in guatamala city, which

good and eatable, but unfortunately not beautiful

aims to increase the rights of the banana workers in

enough to be sold at the local fruit markets (they

the political world. it also strives to strengthen the

had bruises and dark spots on them). so when francis

human rights, social rights and labor rights at the

met the people behind tropilight, he straight away

farms, as well as offering teaching programs about

pitched his idea: let’s put these perfectly good (but

hiv prevention and stigmatisation.

maybe not so beautiful) bananas to use by making
them into puree – great tasting puree which can then

francis himself, says that he’s got to where he is

be exported. ever since that day, francis has been

today by learning from experience. he believes

supplying his ‘waste’ to tropilight with great success

that you can only learn so much in schools and

for both parts.

universities – it’s when you get out there, into the
fields and start doing, that you truly learn the skills.

c is B
n
a
r
F

er
rude r

as you can probably tell, francis is a man who has

as for his employees, it does not matter whether they

always strived to do whatever he can to contribute

have a specific academic education or not - it’s simply

to a healthy and sustainable development of the

about how they do in the fields, what attitude and

escuintla region. he currently employs around 3500

level of responsibility they adopt. this is what will

people and has built something rather impressive – a

get them a promotion and anyone with the business

cooperative where all his employees unite to become

can climb the ladder (it’s worth mentioning that the

better and stronger. within the farm you’ll find a

farm offers the employees courses in finance and

bakery, a few small shops, a health clinic (where

other relevant subjects to help them grow within the

amongst others, they also do courses in malaria and

business). as a result of these achievements other

hiv prevention), a pharmacy and a school – in which

entrepreneurs have now started to follow the same

all the farmers children aged 4 to 14 can attend

line of thought – that no business is going to grow

classes (their parents only have to pay 10% of the

unless it is a benefit for everyone in the surrounding

school fees, the rest is paid for by the farm). although

area.

most of the kids will follow in their parents’
footsteps and become farmers, those who aspire to

now do you see why we consider this man to be a

gain further education by going to university, will

super star?

receive as much financial support from the farm as
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PUBLISHING INFO
kolofon
1pp

W H E R E W E G OT O U R
DATA FRO M

WO U LD YO U LI K E
TO BU Y TH IS BO O K ?

the statistics used in this book are all commonly known figures and numbers (google it and you will

please send an email to: anna.rise@froosh.dk

agree:)) and the empirical data is drawn from our own personal experiences when travelling to fruit
farms in developing countries, talking to farmers, managers, local politicians and communities.
comments about the international development community (both governments, ngos and private
business operations) have basis in personal experience, working in and with ngos and the united
nations, as well an educational background in international development and a general political
interest. this book is not an academic research paper, and the statistics shouldn’t be treated so either.
rather it is an illustration of how we see the world, as well as a question mark to how the aid industry
impacts sustainable development in the developing world. and even more so an illustration of the
benefits the developing world receives when they are allowed to trade freely – exemplified by a few
words on politics, and a lot of pictures of fruit farmers.
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